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FREEDOM AND DEVELOPMENT: RURAL DEC ISION--MAKI NG

AND AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT

Richard W. Patch

The Hypothesis

Central to this book is the hypothesis that the exercise of freedom,

is essential to self-sustaining development. The hypothesis is chaJleng~d

by usual ideas of freedom and development. By defining IIfreedom" to mean

the IImaking of effective and rational public choices" the concept is

narrowed to a small part of its conventional meaning_ The definition of

"developmentll as the IIgrowth of modern,tzatiori" which would Include lIeco

nomic, social and pol ttical development ll broadens the common meaning of

the word to include nearly any change viewed as good in nearly any sphere

of human endeavor. The value of the definitions is that they permit the

argument that there is not a necessary relationship between development,

and ab'ridgement of freedom. There remains to be establ ished a positive

relationship between freedom and development.

It is easiest fo~~e to trace this relationship by considering only

a part of the broad idea of development as" defined above. IIDeveI opment, II

for my purpose, is economic development't-in agriculture as measured by \

increased productivity and con,sidering ·the destinat'ion of distributive

shares. Simila'rly fo'r my purpose "freedom" is unlmpeded decision-making

which for'this pap'er is ·l'imited'·to a t'u'ral context.• - The criterion of

rational ity as an element of freedom is specifically rejected for.reasons

discussed in the conclusion of this chapter. My central hypothesis be

comes one that unimpeded decision-making by rural people is essential to
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self-sustaining economic development in agriculture. The role of agri

culture in total development has been amply argued elsewhere and is not

relevant to this discussion.

Decision-Making in Different Modes of Agriculture

There are two major kinds of agriculture illustrated by Latin America

and found throughout most of the world. One is the relatively large com

mercial operation in which decisions are usually made on the basis of

economi.c gain. The other is the subsi·stence agriculture in which deci

sions are made on the basis of ·immedia't-e provision for<the sustenance of

life. .In most of northern South America there is no middle category-

that of the family farm in which s'ubsistence goals are relatively easily

echieved while more distant economic gains are pursued. Instead the line

is sharply drawn. b.~tween the a~frr~ul tural ists who look to the greater

world and those who must firsf~concern themselves wj~,,~he small world

of their family needs•

.Freedom to decide, to 'experiment and to risk is
o

infinitely greater

;. among the, commercial fanners. The cost of a mistake ~ay be temporarily

lower~d income. The cost of a mistake to a subsistence farmer may be a

threat to his existence or the loss of his land. Development requires

innovation. Thus the freedom of the commercial farmers to accept risks

·allows them to develop, while the inabll i.ty of the 5ubsi,stence farmer

.... ····to do so tends to preclude development. This is t~e kernel of the rela

.... tl~n~~.ip between freedom and development in, agriculture which must be

further examined before the;'statement can be considered as conclusive.
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The Context of Decision-Hakingand Development

Rural Latin America provides a range of variations on a theme basic

to the context of decisions and development. The theme is that of two

worlds. The distinction between the two worJdsranges from a relatively,:. ,.

blurred line between plenty and poverty in sane countries to hard caste

lines, with attributed ethnic differences, in c~~ntries such as Peru where

the rural popul at ion breaks sharpl y I nto Western and non-Western t~n9,~eg~; .

groups with accompanying sharp differences in modes of life. 801 ivia

furnishes us a case in which the attributed and real distinctions have

broken ~OWn' in most of ;the country. Comparison of ,the cases can illustrate

the way in which decisions a·reshaped by context, with strong .impl icat.lons

for development.

lest the comparison appear complex it should be pointed out that es-

sential1y we are looking at the Spanish-speaking and at the indigenous-

language-speaking rural populations in each of the two: countries. It is

often assumed that the former are IIfreerll and thus more o'p'en: to develop-

ment, while the latter"a"re less free and less open to development. But-

we must proceed beyond our kernel assumption that links development to

the abil ity to take risk.

The Rural Span i s·h Context·.:

It would be misleading to give'~he impression that the Spanish and

indigenous cultures of even such co~~tries as P~ru and Bolivia are sepa

rate ent i ties exi st i"9 qu i te apart from one anot~;er. Wh i Je modes of 1 i fe ','
a,' •••

are very different the two cultures share many if not most of the values

and concepts of social order brought to the New World from the Iberian
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Peninsula 400 and more years ago. The roles actively claimed or passively

accepted by individuals of the two language groups are often simply the

opposite and complementary parts of a common value. The indigenous culture

jnherit~~ f,rom the Quechua-speaking Incas is now a thing of bits and pieces,

and most of those bits and pieces have been. absorbed by the rural Spanish-

speaking folk.

Attitudes, values, and organizing social ideas such as personalism,

fatal ism, formal ism, the social meaning of work, reI igion, and hierarchy

are more shared than not, and in different ways they are decisive In the

conduct of affairs •.

The meaning of work is one example suited to the purposes of this

paper. It is argued by some that manual labor is rejected as socially de-

meaning by Spanish-speakers while it is accepted and may be valued as lithe

measure of the manu by peasants.l1 It is my observation that manual labor

is basically considered demeaning by mestizos and peasants a1 ike. However,

the role of performing it is accepted by the peasants who have no other

role open to them within the confines of the world as he conceives It. It

may be that within these conceptual bounds he desires to excel in the re-

stricted role, but this does not mean that he is ignorant of larger

1. The word "peasant" is used here and below for "farmer of a rela
tively small amount o.f· land who speaks an indigenous language." The word
"campesinoll would be more accurate and appropriate but would fill these
pages with ital ics·. "Indian" is i~appropriate unless carefully qual ified
to reduce the impl ied ethnic distinctiveness and a sort of mystical cul
tural heritage. from .the· Incas. IIMestizo" will be used to mean a person
who ethnically combines both Peninsular and Indian charac·t'eristics and
whose primary language is Spanish. "Cholo" is not used because it can be
only subjectively defined and depending upon the situation could mean
either a peasant or a mestizo in our sense.
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horizons or of the opprobrium attached to labor with the hands. Not sur

prisingly he may seek alternative roles for his sons.

Likewise there is a common acceptance of the social hierarchy, from

top to bottom. Within it there is a yearning for upward movement by those

near the top and by those at the bottom, but it is highly signifIcant that

even at the bottom there is a granting of val idity to the barriers which

give the hierarchy form.

These briefly treated examples illustrate why a description of the

Spanish-speaking rural context does not consist of a system of beliefs

completely apart from that of the peasants. It is the very sharing of be

liefs which perpetuates the system and the disparate positions within it.

The bel iefs circumscribe freedom of choice and affect potential for change

and development.

The Rural Indian Context

In rural Peru the Spanish-speaking mestizos, most of whom would insist

on the appelation "blanco," conduct agricultural operations under a variety

of land tenure patterns. In the Andes the dominant pattern is still the

latifundium in which unpaid peasants perform services in exchange for the

use of small plots which they occupy at the pleasure of the patr6n.

Patron and peasant are caught in a pattern which is unproductive and yields

little :economic return. On the Pacific coastal' strip, which is highly pro

ductive when water is available for ir~i9ation, the tenure pattern is one

of large holdings which are worked by paid laborers on most sugar planta

tions or by tenant farmers on many cotton estates. Much of the coastal

land is held by foreign corporations or by natural ized Peruvian famil ies
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descended from European but non-Spanish antecedents. Owners and adminis-

trators are more free to make radically different decisions. Capitaliza-

tion is· large, economic returns are large, but the returns do not flow

down to the laborers whose wages are near subsistence. Agriculture is

highly developed but its efficiency does not engender an upward spiral of

general ized freedom of choice and participation by ·the majorIty of workers In

the rewards of development. The idea of immutable hierarchy is adhered

to and the idea acts to discourage moderate size operations. A laborer

on a 's~bsistence wage does not acquire' a family size farm. Further, given

his idea of status, his aspiration is·.most. often to escape entirely from

agriculture.

Similarly there is an excludedmiddle··in highland agriculture. A

peasant has little incentive to develop a usufruct plot, although he may~

accumulate wealth in 1ivestock. Should he use such wealth to purchase ~~"

family farm in the highlands his conduct would be considered extraordinary

by his fellow peasants and would be seen as a threat by mestizos. Upward
... :. ('1: :.

movement is not achieved by success in agriculture but by escape from as-

sociation with manual labor--as by the peasant who desires his son to be-

come a lawyer--or association with Indian status--as by the peasant who

abandons the highlands to learn Spanish on the coastal plantations.

The Hierarchy; and Dec i 5 ion-R-i 9 i d tty

The- idea~of hierarchy must, perhaps, be overemphasized in connecting

freedom of' decision with' development. To a person from the United States,

unless' he is a member of certain minority ;groups,the concepts of freedom

of. choice and of development seem natural 'and~,.famil:·iar. The notion of a
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rigid hierarchy of well-defined classes buttressed by vestiges of caste

1inesis academically intal) igible but its part in the life of modern

nations is not fully appreciated i ..f i-ndee.d it i.s not rejected. While the

social hierarchy in Latin America has its ~oots in the past it is not a

thing of the past. While it exists development may be achieved by those

able to take risks, but the resulting sectorial development bro~dens the

gaps between those in a position to profit from their risk-taking and

those whose imputed social inferiority and relative immobil ity are used

as devices to 1imit economic and pol itical as well as social participation.

The class hierarchy does not stand alone. It is supported by a

fatal ism about onels lot in 1 ife, by the Importance given to ascribed

rather than achieved status, by the significance attached to the form

.rather than the content of an act, by the strength of family ties, by the

conduct if not by the doctrines of the Roman Cathol ic Church in Andean

America, and by the social meaning of various ways of holding and working

land. The institution will not be shaken by those who live under its pre-

cepts, see advancement in its terms, and accept low position and restric-

tions on freedom of'choice as being matters beyond human influence.

But even in Peru the hierarchy is not Invulnerable. In the coastal

urban areas secto·,.·tal development has allowed the growth of what has been

ca 11 ed the 11M i ddl e Mass. 1I The emergence i n the 111 i d~l e ,?f a ~r,ow i ng mass

, of lawyers, doctors, teachers,' entrepreneurs and others identifi,ed wi,.th

neither top nor bottom disturbs the dichotomy on which the edifice rests.

However, in 'ru"ral Peru the dichotomy persists. The middle is vacant.

Peasants, such ~s those of the Mantaro Valley, who do become nearly bi-

1ingual are prevented from becoming operators of family farms by sheer
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scarcity of lend. Innovative risks cannot be taken on scattered plots,

although they may be freehold, when they measure only a few square meters

and must support a family.

The Hlerarchy and Decision..Breakdown of Barriers

Despite the seeming immutability of the complex of hierarchy, Im

mobil ity, the excluded middle, land scarcity, and lack O"ffreedom to

seriously entertain decisions involving-'ri'sk in the rural Andes there are

signs that the chain may be broken.

The signs are apparent in a. great part of the Quechua-speaking popu-

lation of Bol ivia. By comparison with changes in the social modes' of other

peoples wholeheartedly caught up in the mass patterns of the technology

and ideology of the modern world, as in Japan, the difference between the

Bol ivian peasant of today and of 20 years ago is not dramatic. But the

change is dramatic and significant to thos~ dbs~rve~s wh6 are fami1 Jar

wlth "the remafk:ably durable c1 ass 'st'rl.icture of the Andes of Tawant'j nsuyu.!/

The 1evel ing c'f' t'h~~ Bo·'li"vian·:~class"s·t~~cture, the upWard movement of

the IIlndians,'" and the dispersal and el""imlnation of the ru'ral upper class,

has been described elsewhere•.31 But the 1fne has not been fully d'rawn

between this level ing, the increased freedom of choice,' and developmental

potential in agriculture.

The Chaco War of the early 1930·5 and events'after t~e revolution of

1952 led to a redefinition of class 1Jnes in Bolivia. The latifundium

2. The IIFour Quarters" of the Inca Empire.

3. Richard W. Patch in Social Change in Latin America Today, Council
on Fore i'gn ReI at ions, New York: Vi ntage Books, 1961.
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disappeared as an institution, both as the result of acts by the pe,asants

themselves and of fonnal legislation after 1953- The ser'vice obligations

of the pe6n to the patr6n dropped away. Land was seized by former peones

and was confirmed to them in freehold by law. The patr6n was stripped of

his power and for safety left the countryside and often the country.. For

the first time the former peones escaped from the status of "Indian" with

its near"c~ste attributes and took the name and status of campesino. The

new peasant was a free agent in many ways and he began to make decisions.

The wisdom of many of the decisions is debatable, but I am unable to dis~

cover external criteria which would qual ify the decisions as logical or

i 1109 i cal.

One decision, even before the 1952 revolution, was to join in sindi ..

catos or peasant federations. The first sindicato had the 1imited objec

tive of renting land to escape from the feudal obl igations of the lati

fundium. Later some sindicatos were managed for the aggrandizement of

peasant leaders. But they did wield power and as the peasant mass became

a force to be seriously considered individual peasants consol idated their

higher status.

Some choices seem quite short-sighted. Many of the fanner patron 1 s

seed stocks were taken and used for food. Valuable cattle imported for

breed i"9 purposes were butchered for meat. Stands of eucal yptus trees'··

were cut down and sold for ready cash. Some heavily capital ized farms"

such as dairies, were overrun and div,ided, a.ndtheir high produc,t'iv;e

efficiency destroyed. But the destructive elements of what became a

thorough 1and reform began to fade as a sense of 1and ownersh lp gr'ew

more general.
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Another decision, in most of the heavily populated C9chabamba valleys,

was to seize land rather than wait for claims slowly to make their way

through the over-camp) Icated bureaucracy,of the new government. The pro

cess was not orderly and the finer points of justice were overlooked but

the result was that, in general, the land went to the persons who wo~ked

it. Productivity decl ined, marketing was disrupted, and at first much

land was idle because of disagreements.• But the basis was laid by social·

level ing and land' redistribution for individuals to suffer from wrong

decisions and to profit from actions·whict);"yielded greater'returns or

satisfactions.

Geographical Mo.!>iIJt:i and Immobility in Development

: What has this to do with agricultural development? The upper and

lower Cochaba~ba valleys of Bol ivia were the focus of a land reform which

was eminently successful in terms of placing land in the hands of those

who worked it and in destroying a large part of the class system and the

l.at.lfundia which made most economic decisions of the ordinary man mean

ingless. Now, more than a decade later, the large rural population of the

valleys exist on mlnifundia--small plots of usually less than two and one

half acres. Farming techniques remain rudimentary: wooden plows and

oxen, threshing by driving animals over circular piles of grain. The

common language is still Quechua, the adobe houses remain the same. Low

earthern borders mark out each indivldual·s plot and help retain waters

of the rainy season, but make Impossible the cooperative use of machinery

in most fields. Production is rising but remains low when compared with

experimental yields. All of this is hardly an inspIring example of

development.
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Yet realistically these are the terms in which de~~lopment must be

considered in the most populated rural areas of northern South America.

The dense population of the northern part of the continent is heavily

concentrated on the coasts and in the ranges of the Andes near the sea.

So far'there has been 1ittle population penetration int~. the Amazon and

Orinoco basins south in the Guineas and Venezuela, south and east in

ColomJj:ia, east in Ecuador and Peru and west in Bra? i J • Movement north

and east In 801 ivia is significant, but it has not led to a visible les

sening of the population pressure in the highland areas. The incipient

movement in Bolivia and plans for large scale movement into the lowlands

of Peru demonstrate that mass population movement is costly--in access

roads, in minimum services for the colonists, and in research and dis

semination of information about the problems of lowland tropical agri

culture. Emigration from the traditional areas of settlement is not a

practical solution, but can be a pall iative in conjunction with agrlcul ..

tura1 development in the regions where the people now 1ive.

Industrialization is sometimes seen as the solution to rural over

population and underemployment. But the countries which have experienced

relatively high investment in the industrial ization of certain centers

find that the industrial ization tends to create further problems without

substantially affecting rural overpopulation, underemployment, low pro

ductivity and poverty. The urban centers such as Caracas, Bogota, Lima,

Rio de Janeiro and sao Paulo are foci which attract hundreds of thousands

of agricultural ists who abandon the struggle on their plots. In spite of

often large industrial complexes employment opportunities create work for
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'only a fractl'on of' those aspiring to It. To massive rural underemployment

,'.: i'$·:-ad~d urban unempJ oytnent. It Is doubtful whether industrial izat Ion Is

····an·,'effectlve employment alternative tn,these countries Where the number

.r,:)of~:Jobs.which can be created In any foreseeable pr09~rt1 cannot begIn to

satisfy the expectations they create.

Thus we retijrn, from· the apparent alternatIves to the hard but not

hopeless problem of on-site development of agriculture in the areas where
, '.

the: farmers live. And for this rea'son we turn again to th_ undramatic but

basic lessons of the posslbl,l.lty for development as illustrated In Bolivia.

: Self-Conceptualization, Freedom and Development

The inter-mountain valleys and the altiplano of the Bol ivlan Andes

are instructive for our purpose because the only major changes to affect

development of the regions have been changes in institutions, beliefs and

structures which together give the campesinos (peasants) significantly

greater freedom as we have defined It. Meaningful freedom to make deel-

slons has been promoted socIally by elimination of the designation,

"Indian," and the dispersal of the former landowning class, economically

by distribution of the land and politically by a universal vote which Is

no longer denied the peasants on the grounds of their Illiteracy. (The

1astel ement of freedom mus t be qua1tf Ied, recogn ! ::~ t!1'i) that peasant yotes

are managed in blocks by federation leaders. St~~~,., ~~~~~j,~ t;~e Individual

peasant may have little voice, the pol Itical po~it;ctl of th~ pc.~s~nts as

a whole is enhanced by even the managed vote.)

Little else has occurred which might affect agricultural d~~"~:(';'f'ment.

The experiment stations of' La Tamborada and Belem have had 1ittle positive
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effect. Extension agents have been isolated and ineffective. P~isions

in the agrarian reform law for technical improvement have not become

operative. IndustrIalization in the city of Cochabamba and Its environs

is limited and stagnant. A United Nations financed model milk plant func

tions at a small part of Its capacity. The most Important physical change

is the completion of a paved highway to Santa Cruz In the eastern lowlands.

A national fruit nursery Is a recent Innovation. In sum, except for the

new highway, the Impact of any external programs for" development has been

slight.

The essential fact, however, is that a climate for deve16pmenthas ~

been created. Quantitative evidence for the existence of the developmental

climate must awaIt results of research being conducted by the University'

of Wisconsin Land Tenure Center. But over a decade of observation of the

area convinces me that the Cochabamba peasants have moved from a feeling

of helplessness in the days of their subjugation to the latlfundium through

a period of disorientation in the 1950's to an attitude which values eco

nomic development and accepts the correlates of such an attitude.

The attitude can best be described by comparison with similar Q.ueehua"

speaking peasants who stIll 1iva under the latifundium system in"" the

.Peruvlan sierra.

The peasants of Cochabamba, 801 ivta, feel they have partic'ipated' in

national affairs--many of the older ones since the time of the Chaco War,

thirty years ago. It was then that the Spanish-speakers who preferred to

th ink of themse1ves as IIWh i tesll were forced to abandon' the f i ct Ions of

ethnic apartness and appeal to the "Indians" to f'i'ght as "citizens" for
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the Patriae And if the Fatherland was able to extract ob1 igatlons from

all Its citizens the inference of corresponding rights was not lost on
t

the latlfundlum serfs conscripted into the armies of the Chaco. When

Bolivia finally lost the war with Paraguay th~ one-time IIlndians" were

111~content to return to virtual serfdom'on u~ufruct plots. From' the mid-

1930·5 seeds were sown for the formation of peasant federations, for the

seizure of land, and for the claims to new freedom. The desires matured

and bore fru"it in the confusion and power ~acuum following the revolution

~.~ of April 1952, In which the peasants ~ook no direct part.

The pow~'r' of the peasants after 1952 was willingly and necessarily
1- .•
,I ;'

recognized by the new government. The universal vote placed a formal seal
. ':,1'

on the'freedom. The peasants' acquisition of land g~ve them new 50clal

status af:~ economIc indepe~dence to make decisions which ~ere enQ~tcd into
._ i!',.

law by agra~·idn reform legi51Qtion~

Crucial In the evolution of attitudes favorable to deveiopmcnt was
.; ... \ t

the sense of real freedom as distinguished from formal or merely legal

freedom. Si"nce the enrly years of independence the Latin P.n1crican repub..

1 ics have e.nact('d progr~ms for the rights of the mass of rural pepul at ion.

Whether they were well-intended or vehicles for demagogues their effect

fn' nearly every 'case was the enactment of formal ities. There is a' clear

diffe~e~ce in a sItuation, such as the Bolivian, whare basic freedoms

were gained by the people and recognized by a 9~)ve,,·n~'1ent aw~re of the

power of the people--not diffidently placed in t~le body of law for reasons

of its own to please or mislead a powerless population.
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The rural Cochabamblnos eat more and still have enough to spend for

English bicycles, Japanese radios and Ital ian accordions. The land is

onels own and there is interest in developing it within the 1imits of

c~pital available. Fruit trees are bought from a nursery, new irrigation

canals have been dug cooperative'ly. There·ls~,an eagerness for supervised

agricultural credit--but not with the hIgh Interest rates and expensive

formal ities of a previous scheme supervised by the Agricultural Bank.

There is a willingness among many of the hardest pressed for land to leave

their small plots in the hands of relatives and seek new opportunities in

the virgin lands of the Chapare to the north and Santa Cruz to the east.

The Quechua-speakers of Cochabamba and the Aymara-speakers of the altiplano

are in a position to accept advice and make full use of whatever intelligent

material aid is extended to them,' and in which they feel they partIcipate

as.responsible parties.

A base for development, within 1imlts, has been laid through a felt

sense of freedom to make decisions. A man no longer faces acute hunger if

he makes a poor decision, such as to accept a new variety of barley seed

from the experiment station and find that different varieties are mixed,

mature at different times, and are impossible to harvest. And he still

sees a future, of sorts, in the pursuit of agriculture.

In the Peruvian highlands, on the other hand, where the latifundium

dominates large areas, the near-serf must yet pass through a period of

bel ief in his own participation and abil tty to make decisions without

facing catastrophe before development is possible. Even if the latifundia

were to disappear under the Peruvian agrarian reform law, the continued
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status of "Indians" and their Identification with traditional conmunities,

language, dress, and small farming would encourage total escape from agri-

culture to the large cities rather than the development of highland or low-

land agriculture.

In the Peruvian highlands other elements, besides hierarchy, immobll-

ity, the excluded middle, ,att~~u~~s to'f.lards manl@J..~ork,·:·and non-agricul-
:' , : • ,.!..

. . ,

tural aspiration,. seyerely impe~e the making of de·cis ions. in agriculture on
-... . ~ ( -. .:' .; . ..'; . .. ... .

what a Western observet: woul d ;f,ecognize as "rat lonal ll grounds.
. .. l ' :

One is the homogen~ity, and the.val~e placed on the homogeneity, of

the traditional Quechua-sp~akin9 community. Some stress must be placed on

the IItraditional" because there area range of kinds of communities includIng

those wi th a bas is of organ i zat ion, ,for. cooperat ive sell i n9 of communi ty

products, and those in which Spanish Is so well understood and commonly

used with outsiders that the population is .nearly bil ingual. Other commu-

nities, usually because of the ge~graphical position, act as a stable source

of seasonal labor for,baciendas •. ~oad construction and the 1ike. In these

agriculture is mainly supplementary to wages. But the traditional lati-

fundium communities remain numerous and important, and they are our best

demonstration of the cultural impediments to "rational" decision-making

and thus to development in its Western economic meaning.:

The homogeneity.eKtends to ,dress, conduct, and conformance to a stan-

dard of "Indianness" as it is.conceived by the convnunity members. The

dress is a prescribed uniform of homespun, hand tailored, ·nat·ive wool wh'ich,

with its cut and sl ight orna~e~tation is di.~tinctive of the community.

Actually the origin of the dress--the short jacket and knee breeches of the

..

..., . : . ".,.
-.:..' .' .
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men--is not Indigenous but is colonial Spanish. Given the high price of

raw wool and the high value of hand produced textiles the clothing is

expens;-ve In comparison with manufactured work clothes available in the

markets of sierra towns. But the expensive uniform is worn by all, even

those who possess more practical manufactured clothes purchased during a

period of work On the coast. A man wearing manufactured clothing would

be considered presumptuous, aping the Spanish-speakers, pretending to be

something which he is not.

The same applies to language. Even in the traditional communities

there are some men who have worked on the coast or have been conscripted

into the anny where they forcibly learned Spanish when thrust among people

ignorant of Quechu8 and ridiculing those ~o spoke it. The men who re

incorporate themselves Into their highland conmunities do so with the

understanding that they cease to use their Spanish. Their accomplishment

in the language is not a thing to be cultivated but is a disturbing factor

to be submerged and used only on the infrequent occasion of the arrival of

an outsider who cannot make himself understood in Quechua.

Clothing and language are two examples of the pressure tcwards con

formity. They could be extended by such Items as the sharp ridicule

sanction applied to encourage an individual to begin chewtng~ when he

reaches the working age of 14 years. But the purpose o~ the examples is

to furnish background on the agriculturally pertinent social homogeneity

and resistance to the Idea that an Individual may reach a position of

dominance in the community by hard work, by using new techniques, by be-

. coming a progressive farmer and by expanding his lands.
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In traditional communities the route to 8 position of respect among

the people Is not the simple route of accumulation of material goods. In

itself thi's statement Is neither profound nor does it. e~press a diff~r~~ee

so great as some might suppose from West~rn social ~des.:, Yet much a~"~e
, .-" .~ ," :

may (and must) deride the Western Economic Man it remains clear .that, in

the United States, for example, a successful fanner with the produ~~ of

his labor may command some mobil Ity and respect, facilities of education,

and the assurance of influence If, not dominance. The interesting feature

of the Peruvian hlghland"c&se lies in the cultural elements which create

barriers to these achievements. .. J .. ~ .... :,

For this paper the Interest:of the case lies in the appearan~e, from

the outsiCie "looking in, that the cultural elements which create, barriers
, "

are sel f- imposed restrict"ions on" f·reedom of~ choice. They seem a con.trived

way of wa'11 ingtn one 1 s";self-·lrratio.nal'land 'inexpl icable ,except in terms

of quaintness. It i~l"certainly not th.e::.place h'ere to argue rational ity or

'qualntnes's, either of;'Per(ivian highland Indl·ens or of United States motor-

fsts. The point is that~"if freedom':of~cboiee Is to be so effectively:
, .. i , ~

Increased that agricultt.fra:) dev:alopment,~beeomes":possible,an entire ~diflce
;t .

of belIefs and modes must fall.-The traditJ.Q.oql::.b~llefshave fallen in
, .. t\i t : .. ~

most of Bolivia, "the'peasants are 'undamaged'·:'~~!'~~'l·development,has become

possible though not immediately visible• .'.~".

Emphasis on the homogeneity of the co~~nity ~~d the many sanctions

against uncommon behavior act as major economic_J,e",~lers among community
t , r:~. f ..

members. There are rich and poor, but except for:tyJrtual outcasts there

is 1 ittle social break between the two and 1ittle~ difference in their

manner of life. There are also powerful devJtes-:.whicf:1; act to 1 imit wealth

and to prevent penury unto starvation. # f.-·
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Among these devices is the secular and rel igious fiesta system, par-

ttcularly the latter. The religious fiesta system, connected mainly with

the observenGe of the day of the patron saint of the community, contains a

series of offices. These off tees. are filled a year In advance, from the

man whose pleasure and duty It. Is to provide the fireworks, upward to the

mayo[domo who must'organize and sponsor the entire affair, providing meat
... .~

and drink for hundreds~ of people. The successively higher offices entail

.a; suc.cessively greater economic burden. Yet occupancy of the offices

giv~s both public esteem and, in the opinion of some, religious merit.

H~~y persons endure years of the privatlons of savings and then of debt to

gai.n these ends through there~ igious fiesta system. Those who are agri

culturally successful in ~~~, terms of the community and do not seek to pass

through the reltglous'··off·t~es~ find themselves subjected to increasing pres-·

sures to do so. There comes a point when they cannot refuse.

At the other' ;end ,:·of .~.~~e:.economic scale there are defenses against the

greatest extreme's:of:poverty, as one would expect in a tightly-knit, self

contained communityj' where the rights and obligations of extended kInship

are elevat~d to :prime articles of faith •. The economic misery of a nephew

would be acutely embarras~~ry9to the uncle' who was in a position to help.

To the mutual obl igations.qf the extended blological family are added

mutual obI igationsof-ceremPniaI kinshi~-,' cOmpadrazco.!t! Also whole
~ • w· ~ ~ _::~ ~'. ~ ,

extended famil ieS are allied into supposedly blood-related castas. The

entire web of obI igations can be a substantial drain upon the fanner who,

..
4. It should be noted that compac;J..raz~o is of Eliropean origin and is

II i nd i genousIt on1y by adopt ion. ..."~ ! ..

. !''':'.' 11 •
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in spite of all, manages to build a herd of sheep and cattle.

The economic leveling is one important part of the greater context in

whIch economic advancement for the sake of economic advancement, or for
j .: } .... ~ ~." - ...

the sake of a more comodious 1ife, is largely meaningless. ,The aim of the

community is subsistence. The rel igious fiestas are only one of a number

of examples of ways in which the margin above subsistence is unproductively

consumed. In the rare cases in which a man still manages, to.,accumulate a

reserve for the f~ture he becomes the target of dozens of less fortunate.-. ... ...,' . ~ _. .

men who have a :'I:a:riety of claims upon him. Any unusual expenditu're in
• l ~ • _ '.~...: .. (.. "

housing, clo~hingJ land improvement; or simple machinery ma~ehimdoubly
~ .~1 " • ~ ~

the object of importunities and accusations of pretentiousness. He is ac

cused of bel ieving that he is something more than a simpile campesino, or

serrano or indio.

Here the deep sense of self and group identification as inferior

campesinos (at best) or Indians (at worst), the sanctions appl ied to those

who would rise above this status while remaining in the physical vicinity,

the strictly limited idea of the possibil ities of achievement in 1ife, and

the profound fatal ism that God so made the world, combine to.re~uce a

manls view of the choices wh-ich he is free to make to choices which" are.,-·

without meani~~ in the terms of agricultural development.

A main reason for the long continuance of this self-conception and

the associated limited view of possible alternatives is that every contact

with the world outside the community has served to reinforce his feeling

of inferiority and incre~se his dependence on a fatal ism which deadens. wh.at

might otherwise be a sense of ranging injustice.
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Bol.ivi! a! a National Case

The importance of Peru and Bolivia in demonstrating the relationship

between freedom and development 1ies in the difference in s~lf-conception

of their rural populations despite their sharing ofe common background,

despite the essential sameness of their populations, and despite the

similarity of their geographical settings. But the significance of the

801 ivian'case as an illustration of a true national change is obscured

if we confi.n.~ our discu~sion to a restricted geographical area or to a

particular:pol~tical period. The ar9umen~ will carry conviction only

i fit i s' shQWn that desc r Jbed changes have ta,ken p1ac~. beyond the

Cochabamba Val,leys--important though the V~11eys ar~.nd that the

changes have survived a change in government in 'which the Nationalistic

Revolutionary ~arty (which claimed credit for the changes) disintegrated

and gave way to a mil itary government. Since the cl imate of change

which I have. been trying to establish is cultural and not pol itical,

it 'is crucial to present the situation of the peasants after the fall

of the MNR to show that the change was irreversible regardless of the

party in power an~. that the change was actually national and, not a

phenomenon of a single area or language group.

For that reason in June 1966 I traveled out on the altiplano,

east from La Paz toward Lake Titicaca, along roads that were dry in

this winter season but were still deeply rutte~ from.th~. rains of

summer. Ten days before, the first heavy snow of the ye~r had covered

the ground ,but by early June it had retreated to the flanks and peaks

·'of the looming Cordillera Real which Is the northern boundary of the

12,OOO-foot altiplano In this region and marks the crest beyond which
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men during a:recent Sain~'.s day celebration. It was not a time for

strangers; nevertheless, ,we were invited into the meeting room where

a single kerosene lantern provided a spot of brightness in the d~rk.

The meeting was conducted in a restrained and orderly way, women

sitting on the floor, and the men standing along the~wal1s.

The coordinator of the meeting (he was hardly presiding) was a

member of·the.. ·..community·and was soon successful in gaining· a consensus

and In deciding upon a person who would assess damages. It was

fascinating to see and hear the inner workings of a community in which

important decisions were made without need· for an outsider, without

regard to' the oldlatifundium system of a patrcSn meting justice, and

even without regard to the ancient prerogatives of the Jilakatas--men

of authority in the community who from the Conquest until recent years

were the patr6n-supported enforcers of patr6n~decided justice. A

vestige of the~Jilakatas was present in the person of a iusticia, with

a~ as his badge of office slung across his back.,Sl But he kept

his silence and the ~ommunlty with its spontaneous leadership came

to agreement.

To all appearances decisions were being made by these people of

the altiplano themselves. It remained to be seen wh~t effects were manl-
I

fested irr agricultural development.

Agricultural development must be "8 relative term in this land.

Potatoes may be planted one year, barley another year, and 0a or

5.•. The vara is a short stuff form{..~r·l y of s i 1ver or pr'wter, now
of wood. bound with leather and forming tne h~nJ1e for a ~ra!dcd

1eather wh i p.
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oJluca (small tubers) another year; but then the land must 1ie fallow

for three to 5 ix years. There are no trees," there is no brush" so

llama and sheep dung is dried and used for fuel instead of for fertil izer.

The rains come only in summer, often mixed with hail which beats the

struggl ing crops into the stony earth. The natural vegetation is

bunch grass which bears the generic name of ichu in th"e" Andean "highlands.

Here the least tough species is called hulchu, while the rough spears

of another species, called chill iwa, nevertheless furnishes grazfng

material for the 1 ivestock.

Somehow in this land potatoes reproduce and then are trampled and

frozen in the frigid nights into a dehydrated chuno, or are soaked in

the ditches and frozen into the black tunta. Both are del icious in a

soup called chairo if there is enough other substance to overcome a

certain taste of pasteboard. "Even the oca is dehydrated and preserved

by the same process of freezing "and tramping out the ice crystals to

make the oca equivalent of chuno which is called kail1a. Sheep,

cattle, and poultry are raised; but their products are for "cash sales,

not for consumption.

However, the distribution of land, the disappearance of the patr6n,

new freedom to make decisions, and the posslbil ity of benefiting one's

self from one's own innovations, ~ brought change to this seemingly

forsaken place. It took only a single visit by a representative of

Bol ivia's substitute for an extension service to convince a young

peasant, Victor Flores, of the superiority of an improved type of

criolJo. or indigenous, potato. In the days when Pairumani was a
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latifundium the serfs had"fatafist"icly'eaten- the largest of their

stunted potatoes and saved' only' "the' smallest for planting. The

obvious consequences have followed. But Flores, afte:r his first year's

harvest, was able to show two piles of potatoes, one the type which

had been planted for generati,ons, 'the other the type to which he had

been newly introduced. The superiority of the new variety of potato

was striking. It was also striking that the single experiment made

by one commun i ty member had becOme well known in the commun i ty. an,d

had created a demand"for the new variety by most of the peasants.

Unfortunately such success in introducing innovation creates

its ~wn problems~-the peasants were told that the new variety was

experimental and that ~~r~her stocks were unavailable. But the

failure of the extension service aside, -the experience in Pairumani

contrasts strongly with the experience in Vicos in the Peruvian high-

lands where It took several years to in:troduce an obviously superior

potato to the majori ty of pea,sants. The contrast suggests two 1essons.

One, that the freedom of decision in Vicos was·'sn ..imposed kind of

freedom in a laboratory setting and had not yet1be~,n reinforced by

actual distribution of land and confirmation of ho.td.ing5 by titles.

The other lesson is that innovation should be by, ~.imple stages. In

Pairumani the new kind of potatoes was only an improvement of the

indigenous variety famil Jar to the peasants and which they could

accept without objection by a demonstration of greater yield. In
, , '

Vlcos, Peru, on the other hand, the new potato was a foreign variety

brought from the Tarma Valley.' It was far larger in size and had an

impressively greate'r yield, but It-was different in taste", in co~or,
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in texture, and it had to be protected by novel methods of pest control.

The introduction of the new potato in Vicos was successful after a

period of years. The introduction of the new potato in Pairumani was

an embarrassingly immediate success.

Agricultural development comprehends rather more than the production

of more and bigger potatoes. A more dramatic change which has accom

panied the new role of the peasants as free agents has been their

assumption of the marketing function whIch was once the exclusive

prerogative of the latifundium patr6n. Before 1952 it was the patr6n

who gathered in the crops, transported them to La Paz, and there sold

them according to his own judgment. The serfs were the producers but they

had 1ittle knowledge of outside price fluctuations or of the ultimate

destination of their products.

So it was with much interest that I walked two kilometers north

east of Pairumani to the neighboring community of San Juan de

Chachacomani where land distribution, land ownership, and the necessity

for, as well as the freedom to make, decisions had led to a more

complex manifestation of agricultural development. The manifestation

was a weekly market, organized by the peasants themselves, in which

they sell their own products. The market had not existed in the days

of the latifundium before the agrarian reform but had been organized

in 1954 as a means of getting goods to market in the absence of a

patron •

. The organization of the market is straightforward. There is

only a single middleman between the producer and the retailer in

La,Paz (the middleman earns his.commission by solving the vexing
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problem of transportation from this isolated part of the altiplano to

La Paz). The peasants further benefit from the weekly opportunity to

buy clothing, plastt,c shoes, sandals (made from a rubber material

designed for the purpose--the sandals cut f~ truck tIres are

disappearing), condiments, and the manufactured necessities of 1ife

brought f'roro La Paz by the middl ernen. The peasants no 1anger waste a

full day in a trip to La Paz to buy a bit of salt, several handfuls

of coca, and a tin of kerosene. The market is also a focus for the

trading (with cash, not by barter) among themselves. From the

different surrounding communities come special ists in cottage industries

who make the rubber sandals, the tasseled wool caps with ear flaps

which are called chul10s in Peru and in the Bolivian province of

Omasuyus, and l1uchus in the province of Ing8vi and most of the

801 ivian altiplano, and the cups, pitchers, ladles, lanterns, and

lamps which peasant tinkers expertly fashion from di~carded tin cans.

Most audible of the peasant artisans are the makers and vendors of

samponas (a kind of panpipe) and guenas (remotely resembling a flute).

But more will be said of the samponas and quenas below, as one more

illustration that development is not straight-line, and perhaps it

is even facilitated when the climate of development is not such as

to destroy the foundation of ancient beliefs and customs.

An exceptional feature of the market of Chachacomani is that its

major items of trade, 'cheese and eggs, are sold only wholesale, direct

to the middlemen from La Paz who have establ ished trading relationships,

give fair prices, and take th'e entire output of the market to the

cit'l~lt was a bit difficult for us who were strangers in Pairumani,



trying to subsist on an oatmeal gruel, bread a'hd sardines, to see the

tidy stacks of round, fresh cheeses, and mounds of eggs which would

have greatly soothed our suffering stomachs--to know that their sale

had already been arranged and there was no way"to buy a single

cheese or a few eggs. In recent years at least' nice trucks have

been attracted from La Paz for each weekly fair, and the satisfaction

of the middlemen's expectations was considerably more important than

the'hunger of' an itinerant anthropologist. Besides, we should do as

everyone ~'se did; eat the char~o and stuff ourselves with bread.

The recent'ly;acquired abil ity to make one's own decisions in

Pairumani, in Chachacomani, and in the other communities of the
,,\

area, had~resurted in'a 'm6derat~ly elaborate and qt.lfte formal set of

marketing' r~l'ationships f~om whIch "the peasants benef'l'ted greatly.

If these be the IIclosed~·I;1 con~e·rvative, unprogressive Aymaras, it

would be ·goOci ffthere ~re·more like them in the Peruvian and

Ecuadoriali'·;··s'ierra. But 'nefther land nor freedom~'of choice have

come to more than a hand'ful of the PeruvIan and Ecuadorian "lndians',11

They comprehend perfectly that without freedOm change is more 1ikely

to bring disaster than material advance.

Before leaving the subject of Pairumani it may be well to

reiterate that the freedom of its Inhabitants to make their own

decisions stemmed not from a simple pol iticaJ fiat in 1952. It

had its roots in the peasants' own actions and a change in their

own 'self-conception from that' of "Indian" to that of "campesino"

(which :f a~' imperfectly renderi~g as "peasant"). The agrarian
'. .( ....

reform 'I eg'; slat ion' :of 1953 corroborated the change t n sel f-concept ion,
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but suspicion of the government in the early years of the revolution

was even more apparent on the altiplano than in the valleys. The

government confirmed the peasants in their new estate but it is

signifIcant that on the altiplano there are many examples of ex

latifundia, which have now become communities, whose members sought

out .the former patron and gave him at least a token payment for

the land which had been unconditionally given them by the govern

ment. Old bel iefs do die slowly, and sometimes they do not die

at aIJ--but that is not incompatible with freedom.

Development is not an across-the-board movement from folk culture

toward Western culture. The men on the altiplano are changing their

dress, the women are not. But I would 1ike to return to an item in

the market of Chachacomani to illustrate the survival of a custom

and an art not only from Incaic times but from a pre.. lncaic period.

The panpipes and flutes are referred to and illustrated in the

chronicles. They were a part of Aymara culture before the expand-

ing Quechua speakers..-the Incas of the Urubamba Val1ey·-overran

t~e al~iplano and Imposed their empire, but not their language,

upon the Aymaras. The wind instruments were also a part of Inca

culture, but their use has nearly disappeared among the present

Quechua speakers of B01 ivia, whose preferred instruments are the

guitar, the charango (the carapace of an armadillo, fitted with

as many as 16 strings), and the accordion.

The samponas and quenas, however, continue to typify 1ife on

the altiplano--almost as much as the bowler hats of the women.

The samponas are of two ,kinds, one of a double row of six pipes

each called the~ which carries the monotonous but haunting
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melody, and the other of a double row of seven pipes each, called the

area, which furnishes the accompaniment to the ura. There are also

two principal kinds of quenas, one with... two orifices cal led the

pinguil10 (which causes rain) and the other with four holes, cal Jed

the huaca-huaca. Each of these instruments has a particular effect

in the causing or discouraging of the all-important variable in alti-

plano agriculture--rain. According to the ideal patterns some are

played only in the dry season, others only in the rainy season. But

this is not strictly observed in practice except on solemn occasions.

More important, and probably responsible for the survival of the

instruments, is their association with machismo, or the viril ity of the

Aymara male. Women do not play the instruments, and all men are

supposed to be able to play them as a badge of their manhood. Machismo

is a basic value in all of Latin America, indigenous as well as

Spanish. Its demonstration takes many forms, often seemingly

irrelevant. Among the Quechua-speakers the chewing of coca is a

fundamental prerequisite. Among the Aymara-speakers it is the playing

of the ura, area, pinquil10, or huaca-huaca; and preferably all four.

The result is a pervasive, melancholy, music hear~over most of

the altiplano, particularly at dawn and dusk, as the men drive their

sheep, cattle, and llamas to and from the pastures. The men may

improve their 1ivestock, adopt a new kind of potato, and establ ish

the mechanism to market their products, but they do not abandon old

bel iefs concerning the meaning of music in agriculture, nor their

own place among the people.
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Conclusion

At the beginning of this paper the central hypothesis presented

in the introduct.ion, that the exercise of freedom Is essential to

self-sustaining development, was broadened in one sense and narrowed

in another. The concept of IIfreedont" was broadened to mean unimpeded

decision-makIng, and the qual ifications of effectiveness and

rational ity were rejected. IIDevelopment" was narrowed to refer only

to productivity and distribution in the rural sector of the economy.

It is, I hope, unnecessary here to discuss the relationship

between freedom and responsibility. Philosophers have delved 'into

the question, and I am indebted to the works of George' lincoln Burr.

But it is both apposite and necessary for an anthropologist to

present the argument that any qual ification of IIfreedom" to include

criteria of "effectiveness" and IIrationallty" is doomed to hopelessly

subjective judgments i~ terms of a particular culture and a particular

time. ,Even within the supposed rationality of the culture of the

United States, and even in that citadel of United States rationality,

the Supreme Court; the rule of reason quite obviously is shaped by

the ideas of nine men, and their ideas are equally obviously shaped

by the context and time in which they are formed. The nine

eminences of rational ity seldom agree among themselves, and progress

under law appears to be the appl ication of newly revealed reason as

Justification for reversing what had seemed to be reasonable until

it was declared to be unreasonable. But this has been sufficiently

discussed by such persons as Thurman Arnold (in The Symbols of

Government) and by Arthur Train (in Tutt and Mr. Tutt and others
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ad infinitum). If rationality is thus manifestly subjective in this

sanctum of reason, how can we hope to approach an objective concept

of rational ity among' the diversity of cultures in Latin America?

It has been my task to present freedom in cultural rather than

In pol i t i ca1 terms • The d i sappea ranee of the pat'r6n' and the ernergence

of the self-conceptionalization of the peasant as a free and

independent agent was more of a cultural phenomenon that it was a

pol itical. ·event--the claims of theMNR notwithstanding.

The qualification of the effectiveness of a decision as a measure

of freedom is also hopelessly subject to the culture and time bias of

the definer of "effectiveness." The Aymaras not only play the

p i.nqu i J10 to br i n9 ra in,. they fire skyrockets to disperse clouds

which threaten hail. Would this apparently ineffective and thus
.,

unfree behavior become effective and thus free if'silver iodide

were added to the ingredients of the rockets? Thus, in this paper.

IIfreedom" means unimpeded decision-making. While this permits the

confusion of "freedom" with "1 icensell I escape the burden of a·

defense of the distinction. Actions during the e~rly years of

the Bolivian agrarian reform. have been described as acts of unfettered

license, but few would dispute that whether it was 1icense or freedom

. it was a vital part of the re-appraisal of the "Indians" which

1e~ them to become Ilpeop1e."

A. ~entral po·tnt i.s that the freedom which leads to development

is the freedom to fail as well as the freedom to succeed. The

diff~rence be~~en the conmercial and the subsistence farmers of

Latin America Is that the former are free to fail--in experime~t.ing

·j
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with a new crop or technique, and they will not starve. The latter,

the subsistence fanners, are not free to fail because the price they

must pay is hunger and Joss of land. The abil ity of the former to

innovate leads to development. The subsistence farmers become free

to innovate and develop only when they gain title to their land,

when they can innovate with impunity, and when failure becomes an

incident not a calamity. .'

The importance of self-conceptual ization has been mentioned

repeatedly. The Indians of the more remote areas of the Peruvian

Andes think of themselves as "Indians," as I'belonging ll to a patron,

and as an inferior group. They are in fact thought of by Spanish

speakers as Indians, serfs, and inferiors. They are not free and

they will not develop until they conceIve of themselves as occupying

a status In which freedom has meaning. The "Indians" of 801 ivia

have changed their self-conceptualization. They consider themselves

free to make their own decisions by reason of a' radical redefinition

of their status. This Is as objective a test of freedom as I can

present, and I have attempted to demonstrate that this freedom, to

fail or succeed, has been crucial in the development of agriculture

in rural 801 ivia.

There flows from a cha~ge in self-conceptual ization of status

and the meaning of the social hIerarchy another fundamental

difference which is the means of the measure of the man. When a man

conceives of himself as an Indian, a serf, and an inferior; he

accepts the ascription of status as applying to himself and to his

children. He was born Fulano de TaJ and he is fated to die Fulano
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de Tal. He was born an Indian and it is the will of-God that he be

an Indian and an inferior person in a caste apart. ,His children will

be serfs and he can only hope that they will heed their parents,

accept the will of God, and wash the dishes (in the words of one

Peruvian respondent).

The 801 ivian peasant has accepted the postulate which is basic

to modernization--that the measure of the man is achieved, 'not

ascribed. He may have been born Fulano de TaJ, but if his potatoes

yield and his sheep multiply on his own land, he may well become

Don FuJano. He may have been born an Indian and a serf, but he is

now a peasant and he, not a patron, is master of his destiny. The

will of God is a matter for the women. His children may continue

on the land, but more I ikely they will seek opportunities in the

regions of colonizatIon. Or there is no reason why they may not

complete school, enter the University of San Andres, and become that

marvel of the human species, a doctor. A hierarchy still exists,

but the barriers have disintegrated, and a man is now judged for what

he does more than for the manner to which he was born.

Material has been here presented to substantiate the hypothesis

that the exercise of freedom is essential to self-sustaining develop

ment. To me it is crucial that the freedom is unimpeded by strictures

of rational ity and effectiveness. Rather, the foundation of

authoritarianism and total itarianism 1ies in the assumption of the

objective nature of rational ity and effectiveness and the idea that

the people must be protected from becoming irrational or inaffective.
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It is the freedom of men to make their own decisions, to fail

without catastrophe, to succeed without abridging the freedom of

others, and to be judged upon their achievements, which leads to

economic development. One day freedom may lead to IIsocial develop·

mentIS but in the meantime may we remember the words of a great man

who said that democracy is the worst form of government, except all

the rest which have been tried.
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